English Language Programs

What Participants are saying...

“ELA taught me the necessary skills to be successful in an American university. The staff was very professional and dedicated.”

— Haruhisa Kamiyama
Japan

“The English Language Academy helped me to improve my level of English and have a better understanding of the American culture.”

— Mariana Rivero Salas
Mexico

“The English Language Academy was a perfect opportunity to improve my English in a friendly atmosphere and small group setting. I enjoyed the variety and usefulness of the courses and meeting new friends from all over the world. The instructors were great, always open to helping me even if it was not related to my course work. The time I spent in the program is unforgettable.”

— Cvetanka Romanska
Bulgaria

“ELA classes gave me a lot of self-confidence. I enjoyed learning English through the discussions with wonderful instructors and classmates from various countries.”

— Irina Vladimirovna
Russia

“The ELA is the best English school I have ever attended. The instructors are extremely knowledgeable and very friendly. I would highly recommend this program to anyone wanting to be well-prepared for university level courses.”

— Takanobu Ameya
Japan

“Being a part of the English Language Academy has made me a more confident and stronger person.”

— Gilberto Dabbieri
Mexico

“Attending the ELA helped me to improve my skills in Academic Writing. I enjoyed the instructors and being a part of the program.”

— Andry Haryanto
Switzerland